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“Draw and sound, process sound more and draw a picture, listen to the sound
atmosphere and continue drawing. Watch as the water falls, wet and make a
sensory video: this is not making art, but just look to the sun's glare manifesting on the water and I no longer need to write.”
I work and I express poetically in various media, including drawing, writing,
and especially the electronic - new media for graphic, audiovisual and sound
work. Playing with children and young people we hack toy guns and turn
them into sound instruments, making glitches and modulations in sound and
light. I appreciate the nature of the digital error –audible or visual, and innocently induce basic code editors, de-contextualizing electronics, overcoming
their logical functionality, and revealing their natural spirit. I am looking for
contextual demonstrations, almost synesthetic epiphanies; electronic inventive craftsmanship, create an Electro-Kaleidoscope and spark frenzy colours
on the eyes. I build oscillator frequencies: browsing the harmonics, generated
by the collision of bouncing frequencies in a space. Discover an environment
its mythology and its spiritual ancestor; sensing electromagnetism and make
the site a sonorous verse.
Image: Portrait photo of Gabriel Castillo, ‘Inducción de ¨error¨ Scanner’, 2005, Lima (PE)

Alterno
Experimental video, 2015, Lima (PE)
Contemplation / texture
Alterno is a small visual essay exploring, observing and recording daily life in
the city of Lima. Enter-Exit feeling.
Other related experiences (selection):
Maldorado, 2008, Madre de Dios, (PE)
Ilatio, 2007, Lima (PE)
Lu, 2011, Sau Paulo (Br)
Iri, 2012, Lima (PE)
Image: Captura de pantalla video Alterno

Evasion #4
Concert series, 2013 - present, Lima (PE)
Experimentation / sound and visual
Evasion began as a series of concerts and in its latest edition, took the form of
Festival. All editions of Evasion were characterised by seeking the exchange of
experiences between foreign visitors and artists of the Peruvian environment;
Evasion is an invitation to act and to discard sensory and spatially.
Taking the sound as an expressive phenomenon, using this as a raw material,
highlighting its nature, overcoming the stigma of what is Musical. Play spaces
or create new spaces for sonic emission and perception. Awakening exploration and experimentation through image, sound and light. These were some
of the ideas handled in EVASION # 4 Festival in February 2015. EVASION #4,
North Independence district, Lima (PE) 2015. Production: Aloardi Association, with the support of Mondrian Fund, Circuito Espacio Cono Norte, Túpac
Cultural Association, Grita. Photos by Castillo & López. Curated by Gabriel
Castillo.
Other editions Evasion:
Evasion #1, Supported by Aloardi / ACI, 2013, Lima
Evasion #2, Supported by Aloardi / Apollo Records / Cuarso, Grita, 2014 Lima
Evasion # 3, Supported by Cuarso / Aloardi, Pueblo Libre, 2015, Lima
Image: Flyer EVASION #4, design by Jab Lemur

GLITCHA
Collective exhibition about the error, 2015, New York (USA)
Error / Glitch
Glitcha was a small exhibition of works on the mistake made by people from
different countries, addressing the error, from its philosophical, formal and
interferential aspects.
My iirst works date made with ‘failures’ date 2001 - 2002. These errors were
made with reproducing equipment of VHS tapes. Subsequently I developed a
series of works with reference to the digital error, approaching this alteration
through basic editors like DOS-edit, with which it could mislead image iiles of
digital audio and video. These explorations decanted into exhibitions of Postmistake and artwork. Until now I research and develop a variety of proposals
related to the capture, induction and generation of error in analog and digital
iiles. In train stations, telephone booths, public transport, as well as in
equipments as scanners, printers, radiology machines, etc.
Other events, exhibitions, related to error:
Digital Post Exposure Miroquezada room Garlands, 2004, Lima
Artware, digital art exhibition, 2005, Lima
Image: Flyer of Glitcha, exhibition at Ludlow St, New York, Curated by Paola Torres. 2015, New York.

IRI
Visual - sound project, 2015 - 2011, Lima (PE)
Light / experimentation workshops
This duo project with Gisella Lopez aims to experiment with still images and
translate them loudly, modulating the sound through light sensors, looking
and dynamic variation in the sound incidence projected light, generating
sound and visual iridescence. Iri, offers workshops for children and adolescents, related to its working with sensors and light.
Other projects audiovisual experimentation and / or sound:
Triac (in collaboration with Omar Rolando Cordova and Apollo), experimental
project using homemade circuitry, 2010-2008, Lima (PE)
Castillo, personal sound and audiovisual project using analog devices and
digital processing 2015 - 2001, Lima (PE)
Jab Lemur & Castillo, 2015, Lima (PE)
Sound, video & photography:
Iri, Concierto techo, 2012, (PE) Iri, Experimentación visual 4, 2012, (PE)
Iri, Photograph, 2015 – 2011, Lima
Triac,¨La rebelión de los artefactos¨, Sudamericaelectrónica, 2010,(Arg)
Triac, MIS, 2011, Sau Paulo, (Br)
Castillo, Festival Asimetria V, 2009, Arequipa (PE)
Castillo, Wankanoise, 2009. Huancayo, (PE)
Jab Lemur & Castillo, ARRA, Truco records, 2015, Lima
Jab Lemur & Castillo, 2015, Lima
Image: Iri, Gisella Lopez, 2012, Lima

CASTILL_ON
Research project, 2015 - 2010, Junin (PE)
ArtiYicial programming environments / Yires
Research worldview, ideas and mindsets handled when designing and constructing iireworks, called Castillones, in the popular festivals in Peru, making
an analogy with the structures and designs Patches graphical programming
environments such as Max MSP or Pure Data. Reference: Blog with some images related to registration ¨Castill_on¨ project development Blog: Jorge Fernadez, Photography (portfolio): Iván Peña, Junin (PE), Partners: Gisella Lopez
(PE), Carlos Castillo (PE) Concepción Huerta (MX)
Other related research:
> Research on experimental and popular music in Peru. 2015 - 2001 (PE)
¨Son Ido¨, Video documentary on sound experimentation and Latin America
in Lima, Asymmetry Festival, 2010 in Lima (PE)
Street music in Lima and provinces, video_registros, 2015 - 2004, (PE)
> Sound research and iield recordings 2015 - 2001, Lima (PE)
¨El grito de la Yacumama¨, sound research in the Peruvian jungle of Madre de
Dios, collective Aloardi and APO33, 2008 (PE - FR), related text: Hybrid Sound
Spaces Zones Radical Change, Alejandra Perez, Christian Galarreta and
Gabriel Castillo.
Photographic record, sound banking in Washington Square, 2004, Lima (PE).

Inductor
Circuit Bending Project, 2015 - 2014, Lima (PE)
Circuit bending / electromagnetic recycling
Inductor is the development of an audiovisual speech using TVs, electromagnetic sensors, radio inductors and intervention in the RCA ports, using techniques of Circuit Bending and DIY culture. Photography: Gisella Lopez, audiovisual Register: GL & G. C. Advisory: electromagnetic sensing devices and
Christian Galarreta (Aloardi).
Other related projects:
Operated sound toys, Aloardi, Cultural Center of Spain, 2010, Lima
Noisy greeting cards. Aloardi workshop, 2010, Lima
Pistolas ruidosa, circuit bending, Aloardi Workshop, 2010, Lima
Image: Impro-noise inductor Festival #2, Photography Gisella Lopez, Lima

Electro Kaleidoscopio
Electronic Craft, Scream, 2015 - 2013, Lima (PE)
Electronics / Design
Electro Kaleidoscope is a device built by craftsmen produced collaboratively,
work and electronic design. Concept and electronics: Gabriel Castillo, Gisella
Lopez and Omar Cordova. Design: Wilhelm Schütze.
Other experiences of Electronic Arts:
Matrioskas oscillators and effects, Scream, 2015 - 2013, Lima
Poetic machines, Beehive Studio & Gabriel Castillo 2015 Lima
Electromagnetic transducers, construction and applications in sound experimentation, Aloardi, 2007, Lima
Image: Design of Electro Kaleidoscopio coverage by Wilhelm Schütze

Resentment
Drawings, graphs, stories and poems, 2015, Lima (PE)
Irrationality / Epiphanie
They are different expressions I make a way to log into a handbook, all entries, stories, poems and drawings are there for epiphanies vivenciadas,
events without logical or rational explanation.
Other related experiences:
Drawings, graphical log. Scream, 2015 - 2000, Lima
Poetry via e-mail and some work poéticos_ graphics, Carla Tapia and Gabriel
Castillo, 2006 - 2001, Lima
Image: Resenti_miento, ink drawing, page 1, scaneo, 2015, Lima

Humaquinas
Workshop, Educational Project, #IdeaLab, EFT, 2015, Lima (PE)
Modular electronic / collaborative knowledge
Humaquinas is oriented to rethink the body and its relationship with technology workshop seeks to enable participants to develop and design ¨Humaquinas¨ using analog and / or modular technology, fostering collaborative
knowledge. Responsible for education and workshop concept: Jesus Morate,
Telefónica Foundation Space. Design and implementation of the workshop:
Gabriel Castillo. Contributors: Rachel and Christian Sanchez.
Other educational experiences:
Workshop Electroreciclado, EFT, 2014, Lima
Electronic creative workshop for children, space ship, 2012, ravine, Lima
Art workshop and electronics for children & parents, 2015 - 2014, EFT, Lima
Image: Telefónica Foundation Space

